
In today's fast-paced business world, effective communication is key to success. Whether it's
crafting a persuasive email, preparing a concise report, or presenting a compelling business
proposal, the ability to communicate clearly and professionally is essential.

This two-day training program is designed to equip you with the necessary skills to excel in
various business writing tasks. Through interactive sessions, hands-on exercises, and real-
world examples, you will gain the knowledge and confidence to produce high-quality business
documents that leave a lasting impression on your audience.
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Introduction

By the end of this course, you will be able to:

Identify the Purpose and Audience: Understand the importance of considering the audience
and purpose while crafting business documents and adapt writing style accordingly.
Structure and Organize: Create well-structured business documents with a logical flow of
ideas to ensure coherence and ease of understanding.
Write Clearly and Concisely: Express ideas in a clear and straightforward manner, avoiding
jargon and unnecessary wordiness.
Maintain a Professional Tone: Master the art of striking a professional and courteous tone in
business communications, aligning with the context and audience.
Compose Effective Emails: Write impactful and professional emails, incorporating
appropriate subject lines, greetings, and sign-offs.
Draft Memos and Reports: Format and organize memos and reports effectively, presenting
information in a cohesive manner.
Handle Complaints and Negative Messages: Develop strategies for delivering bad news
constructively and resolving issues professionally.

Course Objectives

Modules will be conducted in fun,
interactive workshop-manner. All
methods are aimed at improving
participants’ speaking, reading and
writing skills. Some of the methodology
employed:

Online presentation
Discussions
Writing exercises
Reading exercises

Methodology

Business professionals
Non-executives / executives conducting
business regularly with English speakers
who wish to build rapport and strengthen
relationships

Who Should Attend?



Course Outline

MODULE 1:  INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
WRITING

Overview of the importance of effective
business writing skills.
Key differences between business writing and
casual writing.
Common challenges and mistakes in business
writing.

MODULE 2:   UNDERSTANDING YOUR
AUDIENCE AND PURPOSE

Identifying the target audience and their needs.
Defining the purpose and desired outcomes of
different types of business documents.
Tailoring the message to meet the needs of the
audience.

MODULE 5: PROFESSIONAL TONE AND STYLE

Understanding the appropriate tone for
different business contexts.
Maintaining a professional and courteous tone.
Balancing formality and friendliness in writing.

MODULE 6: EMAIL ETIQUETTE AND WRITING
EFFECTIVE EMAILS

Best practices for writing professional emails.
Subject lines, greetings, and sign-offs in emails.
Handling difficult or sensitive email
communications.

MODULE 3: STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION 

Crafting clear and concise opening statements.
Importance of logical flow in business writing.
Outlining and organizing the main points
effectively.

MODULE 4: CLARITY AND SIMPLICITY IN
WRITING

Using plain language and avoiding jargon.
Eliminating wordiness and redundancies.
Tips for writing clear and understandable
sentences.

MODULE 7: WRITING MEMOS AND REPORTS

Formatting and structuring memos effectively.
Strategies for writing clear and concise reports.
Presenting data and findings in an organized
manner.

MODULE 8: HANDLING COMPLAINTS AND
NEGATIVE MESSAGES

Strategies for delivering bad news in a
constructive manner.
Responding to complaints and resolving issues
professionally.
Maintaining a positive tone in difficult situations.
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MODULE 9: PRESENTATION OF BUSINESS
DOCUMENTS STYLE

Layout and Design
Fully Blocked Style
Paragraphing Your Work
Continuation Sheets
The Three C’s – All Writing should be clear,
concise and correct.

ADVANCED BUSINESS WRITING TECHNIQUES
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